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Mere laziness, even if the word means anything different from
counsellors; but the writer has at least given us an indication
that it is only verbiage, by revealing his style in continue to
remain.
In diplomatic circles the whole affair is looked upon as an acte de
malveillance towards the Anglo-French entente.—Times.
You have been immensely amused, cyrenaically enjoying the moment
for the moment's sake, but looking before and after (as you cannot help
looking in the theatre) you have been disconcerted and deroute'.—
Times.
In spite, however, of this denial and of other official dementis, the
Italian Press still seems dissatisfied.—Times.
In this there is clearly not the distinction that we suggested
between denial and dementi—the only thing that could excuse
the latter. We have here merely one of those elegant variations
treated of in the chapter 'Airs and Graces'.
3. It sometimes occurs to a writer that he would like to
avail himself of a foreign word or phrase, whether to make
a genuine point or to show that he has the gift of tongues,
and yet not keep his less favoured readers in the dark; he
accordingly uses a literal translation instead of the actual words.
It may fairly be doubted whether this is ever worth while; but
there is all the difference in the world, as we shall presently
exemplify in a pair of contrasted quotations, between the genuine
and the ostentatious use. The most familiar phrase thus treated
is cela va sans dire; we have of our own / need hardly say, needless
to remark, and many other varieties; and the French phrase
has no wit or point in it to make it worth aping; we might
just as well say, in similar German or French English (which-
ever of the two languages we had it from), that understands itself \
each of them has to us the quaintness of being non-idiomatic,
and no other merit whatever. A single word that we have taken
in the same way is more defensible, because it did, when first
introduced here, possess a definite meaning that no existing
English word had: epochmaking is a literal translation, or
transliteration almost, from German. We may regret that we

